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Automated testing in UniPro Test 
Mode with M8020A and DSGA 

 

Quick Start Guide 

 
 

The ValiFrame Test Automation software provides physical testing of MIPI® M-PHY® devices. It 

calibrates the stress conditions and controls all test electronic equipment for automated receiver 

tolerance and transmitter tests. 

One of the methods to test a DUT is the UniPro test mode. The device is configured to test mode, 

and frame and error counter requests are interleaved with the test pattern. Then ValiFrame 

decodes the responses captured with the test equipment and calculates the BER. 

The M8020A + DSGA configuration is recommended for the UniPro test mode. In this case the 

DSGA is used for the DUT configuration and to receive the frame and error counters, while the 

M8020A is used to generate the test pattern, as well as the frame and error counter requests. 
 

 

This guide describes the steps to configure the ValiFrame software for the UniPro test mode and 

also provides a troubleshooting section. For a better understanding of the software in general, 

please refer to the MIPI-M PHY Rx Tests User Guide. 

 

Figure 1: UniPro Test Mode implementation 

http://literature.cdn.keysight.com/litweb/pdf/N5990-91150.pdf?id=2776632
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 Physical Connections 

Receiver Tests 

Figure 2 shows the connection diagram required for Rx tests with the M8020A + DSGA 

configuration. 

The M8020A and DSGA data outputs are connected to a switch to alternate the DUT inputs 

between the two generators. Then the switch outputs are connected to the Rx DUT Logical Lane 

0 through TTCs. The DUT Tx outputs are connected either to the DSGA or to the M8020A 

depending on which instrument is selected as analyzer. 

 

DSGA Connections 

 Connect the Out B and Out B to the switch 

 Connect Out A to SYS IN A of M8020A (or AUX IN of N4903B, if this generator is used 

instead) 

 If DSGA is set as Analyzer: 

 If “Compare Mode” is “Single-Ended” (Complement/Normal) 

Figure 2: Connection 
Diagram for Rx tests with M8020A + DSGA Setup (DSGA as  Analyzer) 
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 Connect Complement/Normal output of DUT to In A of DSGA 

 Connect Normal/Complement output of DUT to the oscilloscope (only for 

debugging purposes) 

 If “Compare Mode” is “Differential” 

 Connect Normal output of DUT (Tx) to In A of DSGA 

 Connect Complement output of DUT (Tx-) to In B of DSGA 

M8020A Connections 

 Connect the DATA 0 output and DATA 0 output to the switch 

 Connect the Trig/Ref Clock outputs of the M8020A to the Ref Clock Input of the DUT. 

 If M8020A is set as Analyzer: 

 Connect Normal output of DUT (Tx) to DATA In of M8020A 

 Connect Complement output of DUT (Tx-) to DATA In of M8020A 

 

Switch Connections 

 Connect the switch output to the Rx DUT through the required TTC: 

 250 ps for Gear 1 

 120 ps for Gear 2 

 60 ps for Gear 3 and Gear 4 

Figure 3: Connection Diagram for Rx tests with 
M8020A + DSGA Setup (M8020A as  Analyzer) 
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Figure 4 shows the details of the switch connections. 

Transmitter Tests 

Figure 5 shows the connection diagram required for Tx tests with the M8020A + DSGA 

configuration. With this setup, the “Setup Procedure” test configures and prepares the DUT to 

perform the set of Tx tests. 

The M8020A and DSGA data outputs are connected to a switch to alternate the DUT inputs 

between the two generators. Then the switch outputs are connected to the receivers of the DUT. 

 

DSGA Connections 

 Connect the Out B and Out B to the switch 

 Connect Out A to SYS IN A of M8020A (or AUX IN of N4903B, if this generator is used 

instead) 

1. M8020A Connections 

 Connect the DATA 0 output and DATA 0 output to the switch 

Figure 5: Connection Diagram for Tx tests with M8020A + 
DSGA Setup 

Figure 4:  Switch connections 
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 Connect the Trig/Ref Clock outputs of the M8020A to the Ref Clock Input of the DUT. 

Switch Connections 

 Connect the switch output to the Rx DUT. 

Figure 4 on page 6 shows the details of the switch connections. 
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ValiFrame Station Configuration 

The first step, prior to start with the testing, is to choose the instrument setup and connect to 

those. Then start the ValiFrame M-PHY Station Configuration software by clicking on the icon, or 

alternatively, start from “All Programs/ BitifEye / M-PHY / ValiFrame M-PHY Station Configuration”. 

 

In the Station Configuration window select the following options for the System Configuration: 

 Configuration: M8020A 

 Separated Low Speed Generator: Enable 

 Use BIT-2100 Switch: Check this option if an external switch is going to be used. If the 

switch is integrated in the DSGA, this option must not be selected. 

 

 

Then, in the dialog page “Instrument Configuration”, make sure all required instruments are set 

to “Online”, and that all connection strings (VISA addresses) are correct. 

The M8020A J-BERT and the BIT-3000 (DSGA) must be always online. The BitifEye BIT-2100 Switch 

must be connected if the “Use BIT-2100 Switch” was selected. For calibrations a DSO is also 

required. For Tx tests, the DSO and the MIPI M PHY U7249C/D connections are needed. 

Figure 6: Station Configuration 
dialog 
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Finally press Finish and start ValiFrame. 

Figure 7: Instrument 
Configuration dialog 
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ValiFrame Configuration 

After the Station is configured open the ValiFrame M-PHY software by clicking in the icon, or 

alternatively, start from “Start / All Programs / BitifEye / M-PHY / ValiFrame M-PHY”. 

 

From the main windows click on the “Configure DUT” button to open the dialog. Here all the test 

parameters can be configured. 

For UniPro test mode the following specific configuration is required: 

 

1. Set the Product Type to Receiver or Transmitter 

2. Set the protocol to UniPro 

3. Click on “Default Timing” and provide the timings that are right for your DUT 

Figure 8: 
Configure DUT dialog (for Receiver (left) and Transmitter (right) tests) 
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4. Click on “Default Sequences”: 

 In the Select M-PHY Sequences dialog, leave “Re-Init Sequence after Result DUT” 

checked 

 Click on “Generate UniPro Scripts” to launch the automated script generator. (For 

detailed description please refer to the MIPI-M PHY Rx Tests User Guide). 

 

5. Only for Receiver tests: Click on “Special Parameters”: 

 Choose UniPro BER as BER Reader 

 Click on “Setting” to configure the analyzer. Either the M8020A or the DSGA can be 

used as analyzer. But the following combination is recommended for debugging 

purposes: 

 Set the DSGA as “Analyzer” 

 Set the “Compare Mode” as “Single-Ended” 

 Set the “Single-Ended Pair” as “Complement”. In this way, the Normal Tx output 

of the DUT can be connected to the oscilloscope to see the DUT response. 

Figure 9: Select M-PHY 
Sequences dialog 

http://literature.cdn.keysight.com/litweb/pdf/N5990-91150.pdf?id=2776632
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6. Only for Transmitter tests: Set the BER Reader as “UniPro BER Reader”. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Special Parameters 
dialog 
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Troubleshooting 

2. After two minutes of starting, the test fails with a message “No FILLERs 
were detected in the transmission coming from the DUT!” 

Make sure that the DUT is at least sending back FILLER symbols using the oscilloscope. If it is, 

recheck the cable connections. If it is not, the device is not getting into test mode. Recheck that 

the same sequence works with the Frame Generator and debug it if needed. 

3. When the test starts, and before “Step 0” is displayed in the log output, 
the frame counter increases and no errors are reported. However, after 
the test starts there are errors. 

This could just be the DUT failing the test. Before Step 0 the software does a sort of dry run with 

nominal values and no impairments, in order to verify that the device is in test mode. This allows 

ValiFrame to distinguish between a device not properly initialized and one failing a test in the first 

steps. 

4. The test seems to run well, but at some point fails; when that happens, 
the DUT is unable to recover and no further test steps can be 
completed. It is required to restart the test to go on. 

Check the “Re-Init Sequence after Reset DUT” option (see Figure 9 on page 11). This will cause 

the device to be re-initialized for every step, so tests will take longer but changes of finishing it 

are higher. 

 

5. The test work well for lower gears (e.g. HS Gear 1A) but not when the 
gear is increased 

The gaps in between the packets needs to be made bigger. 

The sequence file defines several GAPS that are used after configuration or test packets are sent 

to the DUT. Some are defined at the beginning of the sequence (e.g. GapAfterReq) while others 

are hard-coded in the sequence, like DIFN. Reducing the duration of the gaps or the number of 

the gaps or the number of iterations over DIFN will reduce the overall test time. Increasing their 

duration will give the DUT more time to react. 

The same applies to the M-PHY timing that can be provided in the Default Timing dialog of 

Configure DUT. If the required timing for the DUT are known, the values can be changed. If not, 

it is recommended to find out the right timings with the help of the Frame Generator. 

6. Improve the throughput 

With the default Target BER of 1e-7, PWM testing is always going to be slow at lowest Gears. So 

the most obvious way to reduce the test time is selecting a lower BER: 
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If the Target BER must be kept high to test for Compliance, there is still another way. Either reduce 

the gaps in between test frames, or increase the number of frames per burst (this is the most 

efficient way). 

1. Making the timing tighter 

Make the gaps smaller to reduce the test time. 

Figure 11:  Modifying the BER 
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Refer to The test work well for lower gears (e.g. HS Gear 1A) but not when the gear is increased 

in case of problems. 

2. Increasing the test frame density 

By default a burst contain only one Test Data Frame. This is ideal for debugging but highly 

inefficient for compliance testing. In order to have more test frames per burst, edit the block 

TransmitCJPAT to have more test frame repetitions. Currently neither MIPI nor UFS put a limit on 

how long a burst can be, meaning you could have very long bursts and still be compliant with the 

requirement to test in BURST mode. Care must be taken not to overfill the memory of the BERT 

(the pattern could be optimized so that it is looped over instead of unfolded). 

 

 

Figure 12:  Modifying the Gaps 

Figure 13:  Increasing the test frame 
density 


